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was legal so long as equal facilities for both races were maintained. This doctrine went
back at least as far as the Roberts school case in Boston in 1849 when the supreme
court of Massachusetts decided that Boston could maintain a segregated school system.
The separate but equal doctrine was firmly incorporated in Plessy v. Ferguson in 1896
when the United States Supreme Court upheld the right of railroads to segregate
passengers according to race so long as equal facilities were provided. The Plessy case,
setting a seal of approval upon the power of states to deal with civil rights free from
federal intervention, provided the legal precedent for segregated public schools until
the middle of the twentieth century. In 1899 the case of Cummlngv. Board of
Education applied the separate but equal doctrine to public schools.
Repression (1890s to 1920s) As the nineteenth century turned into the twentieth
century the American dream of equality turned into the nightmare of repression. The
three R's of sixty years of postbellum education for blacks in the South could be
summed up as follows:
Reconstruction       integrated and equal schools
Redemption	separate but equal schools
Repression	separate but unequal schools
The disjunctive disease was running its course with ever more devastating effects.
Generations of black children were being taught what it meant to be inferior and were
learning the lessons perforce. Generations of white children were being taught what it
meant to be a superior race and were learning the lessons only too well. In the South
as a whole expenditures that had been approximately in the proportion of S3 for
whites and $2 for blacks in the 1870s became by 1930, $7 for white and $2 for blacks.
No matter what the laws said or what the courts said the practice was clearly not only
separate but also unequal.
Despite the efforts of some forward-looking southerners and humanitarian
northerners, the Negro schools continued to be a disgrace in a democratic nation, a
massive roadblock in the way of modernity. White teachers received little enough in
salaries; black teachers received a pittance, averaging S1500 a year in some states. In
1910 no rural Negro school included an eighth grade; no Negro school provided as
much as two years of high school. Elementary schools operated about four months a
year, taught by teachers with an eighth-grade education. By 1900 compulsory-
attendance laws were not to be found in any southern state. Less than half of all the
children in the South actually attended schools, and only one out of every seventy
who started the first grade ever reached the eighth grade. The modem trends toward
universal, free, and compulsory education were being thwarted fay the forces of social,
political, and educational tradition.
Once it was clear that the Reconstruction ideal of integrated and equal educa-
tion was unattainable under the political conditions of redemption, and once it was
equally clear that even the redemptive ideal of separate but equal education was not
going to be honored by the white majorities in the southern states, those concerned

